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How
renaissance
brings things
for free
• From communication,
entertainment to Employee are
becoming FREE
• Renaissance means freedom from
repetitive tasks & freedom to
express Creativity

Technology is speeding up to bring change in the world and one
of the most important thing that is constantly changing is ‘Cost of
the Things’. Advancement in Technology has improved the quality
of services and decreased their cost gradually making them
‘Almost Free!’.
The needful areas that affect routine life like Communication,
Entertainment, Information, Education, Energy, Insurance &
Healthcare are getting inexpensive with time. In a way, technology
has made the life of human easier & better.
Remember the days of struggles while waiting for the letters and
telegram. Thanks to the postal services for being our only source of
communication. Although they charged too high and delivered too
late they served us for so many years.
For entertainment, we used to listen to songs on Radio and the few
shows on TV used to run our days. Now, the world is in your pocket.
Looking back at those days, when we had to pay huge bills for calls
and messages, talking to someone Seven Seas away was a dream.
As technology entered, we can chat, talk, watch tv, entertain
ourself, make memories and share it with the world. With mobile
phones and internet facilities getting inexpensive, we easily
connect to the world.
Earlier we had to find lots of books, reports and research papers to
get details, with Internet, we get every information online. The
access to Dictionaries, E-Books, Encyclopaedias, Journals, Articles,
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Reports, Information about any company or organisation,
Government Info and anything that exists in the world whether
you know about it or not, is available online. This is the power of
technology. You can see the world without spending a penny.
Online education has made it easier for the people who always
wished to study in Top Universities. Energy resources like Solar
energy, Wind energy and Electrical energy are easily accessible
and available free of cost. Tesla has announced free, unlimited
Supercharging for Tesla car owners. With the utilisation of
technology, we will be able to create unlimited clean water by
boiling ocean water and condensing it so the problem of water
scarcity will be solved.
The insurance industry has adopted AI chatbots to do jobs like
claim settlement, customer’s query and complaint management,
thereby reducing their operational cost and employee
management cost. This has certainly affected the policies of
insurance making it more beneficial for customers. Even in
Healthcare sector, Online doctor consultation, Telemonitoring
systems, Hospital robots, Robotic Pharmacists have improved the
service quality and the cost of their services has thereby
decreased.
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WHAT is PC-Bot?
PC-BOT is a Robotic Ultrabook integrated with Bot-World:
Robot Employee Store.
The 3 Categories of PC-BOT:
We have introduced 3 variants of PC-BOT to fulfil the diversified
needs of different business segments and individuals.
A.Robotic Ultrabook:
It’s a light in weight and powerful device. It will have 3 variants
available based on the type of business or individual needs.
1. Startup
2. Business
3. Professional
B. Bot-World (Robot Employee Store):
It is a Secured & Trustworthy platform for hiring, certifying, or
listing your Robots. All the robots that are developed by our
company or any other certified or listed robots developed from
professionals or enterprises, will only be accessible through PCBOT.
C. Customized Business Process Automation Services:
Providing customized business solutions to Professionals,
High-End Industries, Smart Cities and Government based on
their requirements.
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More than 1400 Robot Employees at Bot-World

BOT-WORLD

Noam Polyglot is a Translation Intelligence Robot
empowered by high-end processing of AI, ML, NLP and
RPA. He is the Head of Robotic Translation Family with a
team of 14 members specialising in different sectors of
translation. All the members have knowledge of more
than 100 languages. Noam & the Team aims for a world
of “Words without Borders”
CSA predicts that the language services industry will
continue to grow and that the market will increase to
US$56.18 billion by 2021. The global market for
outsourced language services and technology will reach
US $46.52 billion in 2018. As organizations both large
and small make their products and services available in
more languages.

NOAM POLYGLOT & his Team
Robot Translators

(Source- https://www.gala-global.org/industry/industry-facts-and-data)

The need of developing a Fast & Smart Translation Robot
evoked when we went through the demand &
requirement of Translation in different sectors most
importantly the SMEs, Professionals and Startups and we
derived how helpful Noam Polyglot and his Team
Members will be.

According to a Global Survey of web consumers
across 8 countries on how Language affects their
Purchasing Behaviour it was derived that:

- 72.1% of consumers spend most or all of their time

on websites in their own language.
- 72.4% of consumers said they would be more likely
to buy a product with information in their own
language.
- 56.2% of consumers said that the ability to obtain
information in their own language is more important
than price.
(Source:- https://hbr.org/2012/08/speak-to-globalcustomers-in-t)
So its clear from the data that more than half of
consumers are willing to pay more if businesses are
willing to give them information in their own
languages.
Looking at these high rates of translators & translation
services, we decided to develop a group of robots
that can serve the needs of the businesses that want
too boost their growth in National & International
Markets.
So here is the list of Noam Polyglot’s Team and how
they will be helpful to everyone.

Noam’s Translation Team:
1. Admark Polyglot- Marketing Material Translation
Intelligence Robot: Admark specialises in
Marketing Material Translation. He plays a
significant role in Marketing Industry to build a
successful brand in a global marketplace and will
help you in designing persuasive and compelling
Marketing Campaigns by Translating your
Marketing materials in Global + Local Languages
based on your target Country and Target Audience
Group
2. Careoline Polyglot- Personal Translation
Intelligence Robot: Careoline specialises in
translation of Personal documents. Careoline will
help translate your school notes, reading materials,
exam forms or admission forms, certificates to
understand them in your mother tongue and more
than 100 languages that you desire. Also, you can
help your kids in their homework by translating &
understanding the books/chapters in the language
of your preference. If you are willing to apply for
jobs in foreign countries, you can make an
impression by translating your resume into top
languages like English, Japanese, French, German,
Chinese, Italian and more than 100 other
languages.

3. Coder Polyglot- Software & IT Translation
Intelligence Robot: Coder is here to make the life
of IT people easier by helping you in learning the
Language of business by translating unlimited
documents into more than 100 languages. He
specialises in translation of Website/Ad content,
Personal, Legal & Technical Documents to cater your
customers globally and locally that too Almost free!
4. Eisek Polyglot- Academic & Research Translation
Intelligence Robot: Eisek specialises in Academic
& Research Translation. Now Researchers can
conduct more in-depth research by translating
Research papers, Articles, Reports, Survey Forms,
Questionnaires or Books published in other
languages to the language of your understanding/
preference.Eisek will help you progress
academically while learning English and many other
languages to ensure effective communication
5. Explorer Polyglot- Tours & Travels Translation
Intelligence Robot: Explorer will assist you in
exploring world market and maintain business
relations with National & International clients by
sending Invitation Cards or Greeting Cards
translated in their cultural language. He will make
your travel package ads look more attractive by
translating in the languages known to reach a
diversified market of your target audience.He will
help you translate any content related to travel and

tourism across various formats - Websites,
Catalogues, Brochures, Menus, Flyers or Signages in
more than 100 languages that too Almost Free!
6. Fa r m a l i e Po l y g l o t - P h a r m a Tr a n s l a t i o n
Intelligence Robot: Farmalie aims to help
healthcare companies provide world class
information to the people of all countries in the
world. Farmalie is a high speed Robot Employee
providing translation of Compliance & Audit
documents or any Pharma related documents in less
cost and least possible time.She will help you
translate your User Manuals, Product Descriptions,
Technical reports & specifications, doctor manuals,
medical records, patient records, leaflets, medical
reports, instructions and prescription information.
7. G l o b s t a r t Po l y g l o t - S t a r t u p Tra n s l a t i o n
Intelligence Robot: In the world where businesses
have crossed boundaries, and are mushrooming
across countries through Internet, don’t just be a
Startup. Globstart will help you spread your limits
and make a global impact, to reach a larger
audience by Translating your Business, Legal, Social
Media & Marketing Material. No matter where your
prospects and clients live, if you want to foray into
global markets, language is the key to enter the
world business. And now, the key is in your hands!

8. Kourte Polyglot- Legal Translation Intelligence
Robot: Kourte specialises in Legal Translation. You
don’t need to hold back from expansion by the fear
of legal compliances coz when it comes to
Compliance Document Translation, Kourte is at your
rescue. Get all your Company Policies, Employment
Agreement, Recruitment Documents,
Memorandums, Agreements, Terms & Conditions,
Privacy & Cookies Policy and Other Legal
Organisational Documents translated in the
language of your requirements. If you are working
with a global client and want to understand the
proposal or any other legal information in your local
language, you can assign the translation of those
documents to Kourte Polyglot. With Komerce, it has
become easy to make your social dominance by
adding users worldwide and engage with them in
their preferred language
9. Komerce Polygot- Complete Business Translation
Intelligence Robot: Deliver a document that is
meaningful, region-specific, and accurate with
Komerce Polygot- Your Complete Business
Translation Robot and accomplish your business
goal. Komerce will help you create insightful reports,
business documents, and marketing materials for
corporate use in any language and maintain
confidentiality of your business
10.Machiner Polyglot- Business & Industries
Translation Intelligence Robot: Local languages

are going to be key in convincing the next billion
users to come online. It satisfies all the basic needs
of small & mid size businesses and takes care of the
translation needs of marketing, social media, legal
and all other useful materials of Business &
Industries
11.Postlink Polyglot- Social Media Translation
Intelligence Robot: With Postlink, you can rebuild
your Content, Brochures, Banner, Flyers, Catalogues,
Newsletters, Blogs and any of your Marketing
Material instantly in the same format in more than
100 languages Almost Free! And open doors to
international sales opportunities through Social
Media. Postlink will help you introduce your product
to potential clients, promote it, make it stand out
and convince them to buy your product by
Translating your Marketing materials in multiple
languages based on your target Country or
Audience Group.
12.Artisia Polyglot- Entertainment Translation
Intelligence Robot: Translation is an Art and where
there is art, you will find Artisia. Artisia will help you
in translating subtitles, dubbing scripts, dialogues,
lyrics, captions, and episode descriptions by saving
your time & cost. And if you are aiming to writing
something just for a Book-to-Movie adaptation,
please know the fact that ‘A book that has not been
translated into English has little likelihood of ever
being made into a widely distributed movie’.

Siri Kotler is a Social Media Marketing Assistant empowered
by high-end processing of AI, ML, and RPA. She is the Head
of Robotic Social Media Marketing Management family with a
team of 20 members specializing in planning, scheduling &
building networks through social media marketing activities
on various online platforms. Siri & Team aims to be the jackof-all-trades by building a Brand and bringing it to the
spotlight of fame & followers, to keep them at the leading
edge of Industry Trends and increase the visibility & value of
a business.

Siri Kotler & her Team
Social Media Marketing

Things have changed, People have changed, with time.
Social Media is not just used for connecting with friends or
finding a long-lost classmate anymore. Now, it has become a
platform of online marketing for business organisations,
professionals and even customers. Social media networking
has become a vital tool for businesses that want to establish
their online presence. People use social media to spread the
word about services & products that they find and like. It has
become a 24/7 tool of networking and showing off What
you have got, Where you are going & What you are
planning to do. Are you going to your favourite restaurant
and want to show it off? Pull out your cellphone open
facebook and ‘check-in’. It’s a word-of-mouth promotion
magnified by dozens of people around the world. Just like
all other business activities, maintaining a social media
profile and building a network through social media
marketing has become a part of day-to-day activity.

Siri Kotler & her Team:
1. Forum Tell - Facebook Manager: She specializes
in communicating with followers and responding
to their queries in a timely manner. Her job is to
Plan, Schedule & Upload social media posts
Invite Friends and Connections, Tag people,
Connect and Manage Groups. She aims to build a
network and manage the marketing activities of
facebook.
2. Spovan Bird - Twitter: His aim is to Connect with
people and give you in-the-moment updates on
the things that interest you and the people you
are connected to. He specializes in Sharing
Information In Real-Time, Incorporate relevant
Hashtags, connect with companies and
p ro f e s s i o n a l s , Tw e e t & Fo l l o w, M a n a g e
Notifications, Setup Lists and Follow Hashtags,
Exchange Business Cards online, Curate and
connect with Retweets and replies.
3. Olive Professio - LinkedIn: His aim is to establish
and document networks of people that a
company knows or would like to know and
connect professionally. He specializes in Joining
professional groups that include like-minded
people, Post discussions on groups, Make
important business connections, Post a job, Read
news from your connections and document it to
give you a visualization of their activities,

Research other businesses, Keeping track of
where professional contacts currently work,
replacing business cards, Recruit new talent via
LinkedIn Jobs and provide an analysis of your
LinkedIn marketing performance.
4. Kieve Smith - Google+: Her aim is to help
businesses and professionals Understand their
Own Stats Across the Web and promote Real-life
sharing rethought for the web. She specializes in
creating and Joining Communities to Network,
Share Google Photos to Tell Stories, Broadcast
Hangouts to Engage With Followers, Add more
people to your circles, Send invitation or update
an event to your circle, Suggest new people to
add to their circles, Tag them & comment on their
photo to get noticed by them and others in their
circle.
5. Stream Low - Youtube: Her aim is to help
businesses create content people actually watch,
something
that gets people back on their
page(business). She specializes in interacting with
people on YouTube: Comment, Like, Subscribe,
feedback, Share, Message; help businesses
Engage with similar content uploaded by other
users, Encourage viewers to subscribe, Share
videos on other social media platforms, Upload
content regularly, Use clickable links to reference
other content and provide a visualization of all
their activities on their Youtube page.

6. Bold Boxfix - Pinterest: His aim is to discover new
interests of by posting images or videos to their own
or others' boards and browsing what other users
have pinned. He specializes in creating Boards,
Driving significant referral traffic, Connecting with
people of similar interest, Provide Visuals & Analysis
of your accounts activities.
7. Nestin Capture - Instagram: His aim is to make
connections with people who see the world in
interesting ways. He specializes in finding your
Facebook and Twitter friends; Interact with other
Instagram users: Like, Comment, Mention, Tag,
Direct Messaging; follow people on the basis of the
similarity of their interest; Plan & Schedule Ads to
post on Instagram Page; Respond to other users'
comments; Follow pages that would be insightful for
the business journey.
8. Harre Shaire - Tumblr: She specializes in search of
trending keywords and hashtags of your interest
topic, Find Trending Topics, Become a part of
Tumblr community, Finding friends, Interacting with
them, Explore Tumblr to Follow insightful Blogs
useful to the business, Follow a user's blog, Submit a
post to another user's blog and Submit an "ask" to
another user's blog in order to increase the reach
and business interaction with people. Her aim is to
promote your business and connect with fans and
customers that make use of their service.

9. Linex Kall - Flickr: She specializes in research for
unique and awesome images, Share their photos
with friends and family privately or publicly, Connect
with like-minded individuals who value great
photography, Separate photo streams by campaign
or goals, Integrate photo streams with other social
media networks, Create groups for special
occasions such as product promotions, work
anniversary celebrations, reunions and others. Her
aim is to bring out hidden treasures in the world's
public photography archives, and use it to help
make these collections even richer.
10. Meddy Max - Reddit: He specializes in Social
news aggregation. His job is to Follow certain topics,
post questions, post comments and vote on a topic
that is interesting and related to the business
interest; Submit the scheduled content to the site
such as links, text posts, and images, which are then
voted up or down by other members and connect to
many different communities to interact and increase
the business network.
11. Outim Sunder - Snapchat: His aim is to interact
with other Snapchat users and increase your
engagement with the people in your network. He
specializes in uploading content regularly, Share
scheduled important updates and exclusive content,
Share a snapshot of new product, live events,
seminars, training and other activities going on in
your business.

12. Hangle Bright - WhatsApp Business: His aim is
to connect small business owners with their
customers. He specializes in Group Post & Chats,
H e l p c u s t o m e r s b y re p l y i n g w i t h u s e f u l
information such as a business description, email
or store addresses, and website, Send messages in
multiple groups, Reply to your customers query,
Send timely updates related to your business,
Connect with customers personally, Interact with
them and provide visualization of all your
WhatsApp business activities.
13. Brainn Solvire - Quora: She specializes in Search
for People, Questions & Topics. Her aim is to
Connect and interact with random people around
the world and talk to them; Get answers, guidance
from the experts around the world; Create a good
database of people to drive more traffic and Build
an audience.
14. Skyfee Tailer - Periscope: She specializes in
Hosting interviews, interact and connect with a
large number of people and Broadcasting inperson events, Feature content to small groups,
Announce new products, Demonstrate product
tutorials, Answer questions about your profession,
Host a community forum by creating a large live
audience. Her aim is to start a revolution in social
networking.

15. Optio Noad - Vimeo: He specializes in the
following tasks: Select and upload a video file
from your computer, Google Drive, Dropbox,
OneDrive or Box account, add a music track from
its music catalog to any of your videos which are
free to use, Add videos that are in the interest of
business to its portfolios, albums, channels or
groups, keep an eye at how many plays your
videos get, which videos are played all the way
through and all your comments at a glance, chat
with others about videos and common interests to
generate new connections, connect with new
groups.
16. Zim Wandir - BizSugar: She specializes in
Sharing scheduled business blog posts, videos
and other content, so that others can learn from
you; Discover what others have shared; Submit
tips, advice, blog posts, video, and other resourcepacked content within a business-focused
community to interact with your related audience
and Discover what others have shared.
17.R o m d a m G u e l l i e r - S t u m b l e U p o n : H e
specializes in randomly discovering new articles,
based on your interests; Save links to articles for
later reference and share them; Vote for videos,
blog posts, images, and articles found on the
Internet; Make friends with other Stumblers. His
aim is to Build a Following Base and Share Content
to increase the business network.

18. Caunect Jack - Digg: He specializes in Digg and
comment on submissions in your area of interest,
Voting web content up or down; aggregate news
and select stories based that is trending among
your audiences to learn and understand what your
community wants.

19. MLM Waugh - Viber: She specializes in
networking with people by following them and
joining their chats to interact with them on the
topic that are in your business interest.

Michele is a PC Health Predictor and Visualiser empowered
by high-end processing of AI, ML, and RPA. She is the Head
of Robotic PC Health Prediction Family with a team of 12
members, specializing in the Analysis & Visualization of the
health of PC in different sectors. Michele & the Team aims at
transforming information into knowledge to help humans
develop a better understanding about the devices that they
are using and create a more ‘Secured World for Computers’.

Michele Prophet & her Team
PC Predictive Maintenance
Analyst & Visualiser

It is hard to imagine our lives without computers. For most of
us, the days are few and far between when we do not use
our computers to pay bills, play games, surf the internet, or a
plethora of other activities, and that is just on our own time.
Most people need computers to get their professional work
done as well. Since computers are such an integral part of
our lives, it is crucial that we take care of them by having
them properly maintained. You’re right in the middle of
something and your computer starts acting up. Is that the
time you start to act upon saving the life of your PC?

Michele & Her PC Maintenance Team:
1. Sekur Feal - Personal PC: She specialises in the
maintenance of Personal Computers & Laptops.
She plays important role in maintaining the
health of your PC and inform you about its health
before it has been affected by a virus or facing an
issue. She understands the importance of all the
memories stored since years, your academic
data, office data and visualizes the health of your
PC before it crashes and you lose it all.
2. Altogie Dream - Startups: She aims at saving
the lifeblood of small businesses i.e. Data.
Realising the fact that small business owners take
more time to choose the right computers,
software and peripherals for their organization,
she’ll save them from losing their important and
hard-earned data set created in abundance by
visualizing the health of their PC/Laptop at the
lowest cost to help them grow fast.
3. Stealler Smith - Small & Mid Size: She
specialises in saving the data that empowers a
business and makes it a leader in the industry.
She aims at saving your important legal,
business, research and government documents
and all the dataset saved in your PC/Laptop by
keeping a continuous watch. She’ll analyze the
health of your PC by visualising the usage
patterns of users I.e., Internet use, working hours,

battery life, charging patterns to increase the
productivity of your PC as well as the employees
working on it to help you accomplish your
business goal.
4. Reg Finish - IT Professional & Developers:
Data is essential for companies and it's going to
spell an era of innovation. And as companies
attempt to balance privacy concerns with the
need for more accurate targeting, She will help
you save the base of your organisation I.e., Data
by providing predictive maintenance of your
Windows, Mac & Linux system. She will keep a
Continuous watch on your PC and maintain
records of all the external devices connected at
minimum wage.
5. Wall Firebas - IT Companies (Cyber Security
Companies): Digitisation of dataset has
increased the risk of cyber attacks and hacking.
He aims at protecting your business from cyber
attacks by monitoring the health of different
components of PC and keep 24/7 watch on the
system’s activities. Also, He’ll maintain records of
online data transfer i.e., any file that is transferred
online/wirelessly is detected, recorded and
reported. And provide Visualisation of all the PC
predictions in a simplified way to will help you
make quick decisions.

6. Nolos Saph - CA & Finance based Companies: As
financial institutions increasingly take on more data
to conduct analytics, preserve alpha, comply with
regulation and demonstrate best execution, they are
finding new ways to keep their data safe from cyber
attacks and hacking. S/he aims at safeguarding
businesses from cyber attacks by recording the
activities on PC and all the external devices
connected i.e. Pen-drive, Hard-drive with Date, Time
and the data that has been shared from/with these
devices. It’ll monitor the health of different
components of PC 24/7 and maintain records of
online/wireless data transfers.
7. Lirn Maksur - Educational Organisations: She
specialises in the maintenance of Personal
Computers & Laptops. Realising the importance of
plenty of data set generated by education institutes,
She aims at safeguarding all the data or reports of
Research
work , students and books etc. by
monitoring the health of different components of PC
24/7. She will Identify, analyze and predict the usage
patterns of users i.e., device connections, files
transfer pattern, PC internet usage pattern, PC
working hours, PC charging pattern and provide the
visualisation of all the predictions including the
details about the program or software that is utilising
more battery power, prediction of battery life, device
processing and PC lifecycle at a lowest cost.
8. Kinda Protakt - Hospitality: He specializes in record
management of online data transfer i.e., any file that
is transferred online/wirelessly is detected, recorded

and reported. Maintaining the records of customers
is important in businesses for CRM. and any crash in
the computer system leads to a huge loss in
hospitality business. She safeguards business by
monitoring the health of different components of PC
24/7. She maintains records of all the external
devices connectedProvide Visualisation of all the PC
predictions in a simplified way that will help you
make quick decisions.
9. Ya t f a r Pe r p h a c t - G o v e r n m e n t & S e m i Government: She specializes in monitoring the
health of different components of PC and keep 24/7
watch on the system’s activities at a low cost. She will
maintain the records of all the external device
connected to detect and analyze which files have
been transferred to prevent or identify the source of
information leak. She aims at providing Visualisation
of all the PC predictions in a simplified way that will
help you make quick decisions about when to invest
in purchasing new PC or Laptop.
10. Wandar Mcapture - Traders / Marketers /
Photographers: He aims at being an all time travel
companion of PC. In professions that demand more
wandering at different places, one has to connect
his/her Laptop with different external devices which
might crash or hang your laptop. She helps you
Identify, analyze and predict the usage patterns of
users i.e., device connections, files transfer pattern.
Also, monitors the health of different PC
components 24/7.

11.Feerk Diesky - Insurance Companies: He
specializes in identifying the file transfer patterns
from agents to companies and ensures security of
data and PC by monitoring the health of PC 24/7. He
maintains the record of online data transfer i.e., any
file that is transferred online/wirelessly is detected,
recorded and reported. He also, provides
Visualisation of all the PC predictions in a simplified
way that will help you make quick decisions in any
situation.
12.Mashid Sirch - Labs and R&D Centres: She
specializes in predicting, detecting and analyzing

the usage patterns of users i.e., PC internet usage
pattern, PC working hours, PC charging pattern.
Maintaining dataset of new researches and the
researches in the PC that has already been done, the
documents prepared during the research tenure is
important for any organisation. She aims at
monitoring the health of PC by maintaining the
records of files/documents transferred through
external devices or online/wirelessly to identify the
time, data and data transferred at times of data loss
occurred due to that transfer.

Nielsen is a Robotic Researcher empowered by high-end
processing of AI, ML, and RPA. He is the Head of Robotic
Researcher’s Family with a team of 25 members, specializing
in online data research and documentation. Nielsen & Team
aims at Revolutionizing the way Information & Data is
collected through in-the-moment research by remodelling
the process of market research to disrupt the ‘World of
Information & Technology’.
Whichever industry your are working in or whatever your
interest area is, everyone will almost certainly come across
the story of how and why ‘Data’ has changed the face of
Companies, Industries and the World. Whether you are
searching it to deliberately find answers to respond to the
interesting questions that your mind is raising, boost your
company’s growth, or you want to make the most influential
Marketing Advertisement that will lift your company’s brand
identity, you need a set of ‘Data’ to be collected.

Nielsen Drucker & his Team
AI Researcher

Believe it or not, collecting data takes a lot of planning,
administrative support, time and in some cases, money. As
we all are aware about the competitive scenario between
individuals, institutes, businesses and professionals wherein,
to grow in this competitive market scenario, every dollar or
hour spent must yield some positive results. So, the decision
to invest in data gathering should be as wise and advanced
as the pace with which the Technology is bringing
Revolution in the World.

Nielsen & his Team:
1. Surphien DBot - Academic Researcher:
Replacing the pen-&-paper, She will help
academicians, educational institutes, researchers,
students and professionals in online data collection
to enhance their research. Specializing in data
collection of Academics like Research Papers,
Articles, Survey Forms, Questionnaires, Books,
Blogs, PPTs or Notes, She will research and collect
the data more quickly and E-mail the document
prepared, saving our resources I.e., time, energy
and money.
2. Laif Earnwhile - Job Researcher: Finding the right
job is difficult especially when you have an ocean
of job postings dumped online and finding the one
relevant to your need gets damn difficult. He is
here to help you find what you are actually looking
for. Surfing through the tons of jobs posted on
internet everyday, He will find the ‘only’ job
postings that you require and mail you the created
dataset saving your time that you can invest in
developing your skill set and grab the job in the
first take.
3. Kyachhe Brandwidth - Marketing Material
Researcher: She specializes in the research of
Content, Images, Videos and various other
documents and will support the growth of your
business by collecting information about the

competitors, economic shifts, demographics,
current market trends, spending traits of your
customers or any your research topics. She aims at
reducing the data research pressure of businesses
and professionals by researching the required
dataset and preparing a document and email it to
you once She is done with the research, saving
your time, money and energy.
4. Claint Fairprctis - Website & App Designer
Image & Research: He specializes in the research
of different design sets, templates, images and
content required for designing a web. He has
understood the difficulties faced by Web & App
designers while allotting time, money & energy in
the search of images or data. Hence, he aims at
reducing the efforts that you all put on, by working
24/7 for you and handle the research of the data
that you require, make a set of documents
searched and mail it to you in no time.
5. Sinchro Villa - Learning Video Researcher: He
help you make your concept stronger by
researching Learning-based videos. Also, by
surfing Instructor-Led video Lectures, Educational
Learning video, and Demonstrative videos, He’ll
make a document of it and mail it to you soon as
the task is completed. with him you don’t need to
worry or waste time on surfing every site to get a
good video.

6. Shelfiie Bascket - Image Researcher: Aiming to
ease the work-life of Web developers, Students,
Marketers, Advertisers and Photographers, he will
help you by surfing the images on the topic that
you want from all the free sources available saving
your time & energy of searching for pics, allowing
you to indulge in other more important tasks.
7. Imore Hande - Software Researcher: She
specializes in searching online softwares and help
everyone to take a step ahead in their work. Her
aim is to help Developers and IT companies grow
fast by searching more and more softwares based
on their needs by eventually saving their time,
money and energy resources.

10. Grand Macker - Training Video Researcher:
Investing in skill development is always a good
choice. She aims at grooming employees, students
and professionals by developing their skills and
shaping them into future leaders. She would surf
through the lacs of videos generated daily and
help you find the ones that would actually improve
your habits of life.
11. Kick Jackson - Motivational Video Researcher:
He specializes in the search of motivational videos.
You can tell her to find the type of motivational
videos you want of the mentors that you follow,
and He’ll surf it for you in no time.

8. Pietie Kallect - Kids Magic Researcher (Videos,
Image, Books): She will help your kids in
searching lots and lots of poems, videos, rhymes
and pictures to nourish them and nurture their
tender minds. She aims to be a friend to your kids
just the way sunshine is to a blossoming flowers.

12. Sarkh Filder - Document Researcher: He
specializes in the search of different business
specific documents like PDF, Research papers, etc.
all you need to do is tell him about the topic and
the type of document you want, and as soon as
he’ll be ready with it, he’ll mail it to you.

9. Phakt Phindar - News Researcher: He specializes
in the search of information from different sources.
He will help you collect information 24/7 about the
competitors, economic shifts, demographics,
current market trends, spending traits of your
customers or any your research topics, saving your
time, money and energy.

13. Wind Backpack - Data Researcher (Image, PDF,
Website, etc): She specializes in the collection of
images, pdf, and website data essential for the
development of your business research. Her aim is
to help you save your time, money & energy.

14. Donad Ganji - Entertainment Researcher: His aim
is to divert people's attention from their demanding
lives and amuse them in their leisure time by
searching different jokes, funny videos and
entertaining songs.
15. Pecifie Piker - Training Content Researcher: His
aim is to support all the Marketing, HR and
Management personnels find insightful ppts and
documents to help them organize proper training
and development sessions for employees so that
they can acquire new skills, sharpen existing ones,
perform better, increase productivity and be better
leaders.
16. Attnd Fiksher - Event Researcher: Letting you
make a good use of your time, She’ll help you find
the most amazing events happening nearby and
around the world. Her sole aim is to get you out from
your busy job schedule and involve you in an
environment that lets you increase your network and
connect with different people.
17. Alway Penpointer - Blog Researcher: A blog is an
opportunity to create relevant content to connect
with customers. She’ll help you by surfing blogposts,
research papers, contents and articles and prepare a
document allowing you to write a better blog and

use it as a marketing tactic to drive traffic back to
your website.
18. Nau Akademi - Article Researcher: She’ll help you
find the most relevant articles, news reports, feature
articles, Editorials, columns and opinion pieces,
based on your interest to enrich your knowledge
a n d i n f o r m at i o n a b o u t p o l i t i c s , e c o n o m y,
entertainment, sports, business, industry, trade and
commerce.
19. Savie Kipper - Startup Researcher: She’ll help
startups stay updated with new researches, and
developments taking place in the world. She
specializes in Academic Research, Learning Video
Research, Software Research, Training content
Research, Motivational video Research and Data
Research.
20. Softq Dwarka - IT Researcher: He specializes in
Website & App Designing Research, Software
Research, Data Research aiming to make the ends of
Information and Technology meet.
21. Dealler Dotter - Offer Researcher: He’ll never let
you run out of offers & discounts by surfing through
different sites that are providing offers of your
interests and providing you with all the details to let
you have a ‘Happy Shopping’.

22. Baai Mariew - ML Training Material
Researcher: He aims to develop the world of
technology by searching through a huge dump of
data allowing you to teach your computer and
impart training by exposing it to new datasets
searched by Him so that they are able to
independently learn & adapt it. E.g., if you want to
impart Machine Learning about how a glass looks
like, He’ll surf and provide you with all the
different types of images of glass.
23. Naipaul Xman specializes in the
literatures, research
would improve the
individuals.

Literature Researcher: She
search of different books,
papers and documents that
knowledge and research of

24. Monne Saaver - Product Researcher: She
specializes in the comparing and listing different
products, their price details that are available
online on different sites.
25. Lastmomt Filtter - Service Researcher: He
specializes in the research of various specialised
services like that of Lawyers, Web Developers,
and other online + offline services by saving your
time, money & energy.

Dossier Easeus is a Robotic Data Backup & Storage
Automator empowered by high-end processing of AI, ML,
and RPA. He is the Head of Robotic Data Backup & Storage
Automation Family with a team of 19 members specialized in
providing “Effortless Backup & Protection of all your Data”
and ensuring information confidentiality. The aim of Dossier
& Team is to safeguard the Lifeblood of Businesses and
Professionals by saving them from destructive disasters
occurring from Loss of Data.

Dossier Easeus & his Team
Data Backup & Distributed Storage
Automator

Data is the most important asset and there is no 2nd thought
that it is the lifeblood of every business, organisation and
individual. It is important for everyone to secure their data in
order to survive in the business or world economy. Because,
the stolen, lost, destroyed computer can be can be
purchased again but once your original data saved in your
PC is lost, it could be lost forever. We hear many cases of
data loss due to Physical Disasters, cyber attacks, technology
hiccups, employee theft or hacking regularly. Don’t be one
of those companies or individuals that realise the
importance of its data once they suffer from a data-loss
event. A secured data backup & storage offers businesses
peace of mind. And having an intelligent robot employee
who understands the severity and importance of your data is
no less than a saviour.

Dossier & his Team Members:
1. Sachie Sttor - Financial Companies: She specializes
in the backup of documents in banking & financial
sector. Her aim is to save financial organisations from
data loss occurring due to human/machine error by
providing more secured and Decentralised storage
system of data, 24/7, to ensure data backup on
scheduled basis
2. Bhaktiiew Decod - IT Companies: He specializes in
the backup of documents in IT companies. His aim is
to save IT companies from data loss caused by
Hackers, Viruses, Ransomware or any other disaster.
3. Matte Tinnie - Small, Big & Midsize Companies:
Many companies would agree that planning for a
disaster is not the most exciting part of running a
business. Specially for small & mid size organisations
that are yet sprouting in the business world. For
them, the thought of data loss that they may not be
able to recover from, soon, would cause them their
existence in this competitive business economy. His
aim is to save small & mid size companies from
incurring considerable unforeseen costs and
question their existence.
4. Krit Knowleder - Libraries: Her aim is to save the
most important cornerstones of a healthy community
a n d t h e o n l y re a d i l y a v a i l a b l e s o u rc e o f
comprehensive information needed by people for
personal, family and job-related purposes, i.e.,

Library. She specializes in the backup & security of
documents books, periodicals, newspapers,
manuscripts, films, maps, prints, documents,
microform, CDs, cassettes, videotapes, DVDs, Blu-ray
Discs, e-books, audiobooks, databases, preserved in
Libraries and give people the opportunity to explore
& experience new ideas, get lost in wonderful
stories, while at the same time providing a sense of
place for gathering.
5. Fligh Ado - E-commerce: Over the last decade, as
people are going online for to make a purchase or to
find information, enormous amount of valuable data
is generated and stored on computers. Her aim is to
save e-commerce companies from the loss of a
customer order database that could be devastating
to their business, leading to unfulfilled orders,
dissatisfied customers and loss of touch with
thousands of clients. S/he specializes in data backup
of E-commerce industry.
6. Chaine Mallier - Information Security: Loss of data,
in an information-based business/industry causes
major inconvenience that disrupts their day-to-day
functions. He specializes in improving IT backup
operations such as email, backup, recovery and
archival processes; support of databases and file
systems and automate the Storage and Backup
system to prevent organisations from data loss of
hardware & software.

7. Jir Aniwer - Playstation Networks: Considering
the major breach of security of playstation dataset,
His aim is to save million of users from getting their
passwords, credit card information, security answers,
physical addresses stolen or hacked due to less
secured data backup. He specializes in data backup
& storage security of Playstation Networks.
8. Responde Gardner - Government: Her aim is to
work 24/7 to ensure data backup on scheduled basis
Provide Decentralised storage system of data;
Provide Visualisation of the files and documents that
are stored automatically to give you transparency
about the data stored and backed up and save
government organizations from data security breach
with a Non- Hackable data backup automation
system with the use of blockchain.
9. Luax Noam - Automobiles: He specializes in data
backup & storage security of Automobile Industry.
His aim is to automate the Storage and Backup
system and prevent data loss of hardware & software
and provide Data Security and Visualisation of
Storage Details.
10. Passnt Histeria - Hospitality: Her aim is to improve
sales, customer service and loyalty, and operations
efficiency of hospitality businesses who allocate time
and capital to efficiently collect and process data.
She specializes in secured data backup & storage of
private data collected from customers through credit

card transactions, online reservations, and rewards
programs that includes personal and financial
information like names, physical addresses, email
addresses, social security numbers, credit card and
banking details.
11. Korte Wange - Legal Sector: He specializes in
secured data backup & storage of Documents Legal
sector from patent disputes to employment
contracts. Knowing that law firms have a lot of
exposure to sensitive information because of their
involvement in the confidential information segment,
Her/his aim is to ensure security of sensitive and
private information, 24/7, by providing
Decentralised storage system of data and NonHackable data backup with the use of blockchain
and also provide Visualisation of the files and
documents that are stored automatically to give you
transparency about the data stored and backed up.
12. Sourie Nikard - Market Research: Her aim is to
ensure data backup & storage of Market Research
data, 24/7, occurring due to Human Error, Malware,
Hard-drive damage, Power outrage, or Computer
theft. She specializes in Non- Hackable and
Decentralised system for data backup & storage with
the use of blockchain.

13. Biannie Safer - Startups: Data loss is a serious
problem for businesses of all sizes. Losing files means
losing time and money to restore or recover
information that is essential to your business. Many of
them businesses aren’t prepared with a plan to save
their business from data loss. Her/his aim is to help
startups who can’t afford to lose data by providing a
Non- Hackable and Decentralised system for data
backup & storage with the use of blockchain. She
ensures data backup 24/7.
14. Nocentral Gaine - IT Professionals & Developers:
His aim is to provide 24/7 Non- Hackable and
Decentralised system for data backup & storage with
the use of blockchain. He specializes in improving IT
backup operations such as email, backup, recovery
and archival processes.
15. Parfe Pickip - Photographers: After 2 years of a
Wedding shoot, you get a call from those client who
are ready to pay you a handsome amount if you have
backup of those photos that you clicked long ago.
What will you do? He aims at saving photographers
from losing the images they capture and other
irreplaceable data because they fail to adequately
back up their memory cards in computers by
providing automated data storage & backup system.
16. Menten elation - Customer Service Organization:
Proper data management is required for an
organization to be more organised and productive.
He aims at providing secured data backup & storage

to the customer service organizations for whom the
lifeline of their business is the data of their customer.
17. Via Ben - Educational Institutes: Many educational
institutions have become a victim of cyber attacks
that compromised servers and led to a breach of the
records of so many students and their personal
documents. She aims at providing data security to the
education sector by providing a Non- Hackable and
Decentralised system for data backup & storage with
the use of blockchain that will collect & store data
permanently thereby creating a more secured data
flow management.
18. Extram Workdo - Freelancers: Full-time freelancers
or self-employed people always take data security fro
granted which puts them in a big trouble. He aims at
providing Non- Hackable and Decentralised system
for data backup, storage and security to them, saving
their biggest business tools- laptop, desktop them
from data loss.
19. Oie Kan - Personal Usage: People are now realizing
the importance of their data. She specializes in
security of personal data including names, postal and
email addresses plus telephone, driving license, bank
account, credit card, passport and social security
numbers. It encompasses all the data stored on
computer or laptop i.e., the bunch of photographs,
your favourite movie or tv series collection, office or
college documents and other data set.

Human employee vs
Robot employee

Translation
Capacities

Robot Translator

Human Translator

No. Of Languages known

> 100

3 languages (on an average)

Time/Speed

1000 words/minute

5-10 words/minute

Document Conversion after
translation

Converts in the same format of input or
the selected output

Faces diﬃculty in conversion & design of
documents in same or other formats

Availability

24/7

8 hours a day

Translation Cost per year (in Dollars)

2.99 - 47.99

20000-80000

PC Predictive Maintenance
Services/Jobs

PC Predictive Maintenance Robot

Human- Computer Service Provider

Providing Predictive Maintenance of
Windows, Mac & Linux system

✓

x

Continuous watch on PC

✓

x

Maintaining records of all the external
devices connected

✓

x

Predicts, detects and analyzes usage
patterns of users- Internet use, working
hours, battery life, charging pattern

✓

x

Provides Visualisation

✓

x

Increases productivity of PC by providing
information prior to the damage

✓

x

Cost/Year

$ 1.99

$ 43,031

Working hours

24/7

Max 9 hours/day

Storage & Backup System
Services/Jobs

Storage & Backup Automator Robot

Human- Backup Administrator

Provides Decentralised storage system

✓

x

Non- Hackable data due to the use of
blockchain

✓

x

Provides Data Security and Storage
Details

✓

x

Collects & Stores Data Permanently

✓

x

Provide Visualisation

✓

x

Cost/Year

Salary- $2.49/ year

$ 97,056

Working hours

24/7

Max 9 hours/day

AI Researcher
Services/Jobs

AI Market Research Robot (Provides
Online search of data, prepares
document)

Human- Market Researcher

Searches for Content, Image, Videos and
various file formats

✓

x

Email the research document prepared

✓

x

Provides Visualisation

✓

x

Cost/Year

Salary- $2.49/year

Salary- $ 59,818/year

Working hours

24/7

Max 9 hours/day

Social Media Marketing

Services/Jobs

AI Social Media Marketing
Manager

Social Media Marketing
Software

Human- Social Media
Marketing Manager

Scheduling on Timeline

✓

✓

✓

Post on Groups

✓

x

x

Generate new connections,
connect with new groups

✓

x

x

Provide analytics

✓

✓

✓

Social Media Activity Manager- ✓
Give Feedback, Conduct
Survey

x

x

Provides Visuals & Analysis

✓

✓

x

Cost/Year

$2.49

$588

$44,181

Working hours

24/7

Max 9 hours/day

EMPOWERING WORLD
BY AI by CTO
Today, it's getting kinda hard to avoid the idea of Artificial
Intelligence. A single day doesn't pass without some sort
of reference to the impact of AI on people and
businesses. We are on the verge of Industrial revolution4.0, where machine will communicate with each other,
understand situation and make decisions. Technologies
like Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, IOT,
Automation and Blockchain are leveraging 4.0 .
Big Companies has already understand the value of this
technologies and using in best possible way to leverage
their products and services. From search engine results to
providing personalised product page for shopping,
converting voice to text to detecting diabetic at early
stage. impact of AI already been started in people's lives.
I n fi e l d s l i k e M a r k e t i n g , M e d i c a l , C u s t o m e r
Understanding, E-commerce, Translation and Customer
services started experiencing the impact of AI.

According to a Price water house Coopers (PwC) report,

References:

the global economy can see a potential contribution of
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$15.7 trillion from AI by the year 2030. Artificial intelligence

Empowering-People-Not-The-Rise-Of-The-Machines

will be used to solve problems across the board. AI will

https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2018/05/ai-future-

help businesses increase sales, detect fraud, improve

workforce

customer experience, automate work processes and

https://www.google.com/amp/s/m.hindustantimes.com/

provide predictive analysis.

tech/here-s-how-microsoft-is-using-ai-to-empower-peoplewith-disabilities/story-AsywzqylpddlIhFrkTa0zI_amp.html

Small and Medium Size Businesses are yet far from utilising

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/artificial-

technology for business advancements. Due to the

intelligence/how-artificial-intelligence-and-data-add-value-

application

to-businesses?cid=soc-app

of AI is an expensive and complex without

convincing evidence of direct ROI. This is especially

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-

relevant for small businesses with limited data, limited

work/jobs-lost-jobs-gained-what-the-future-of-work-will-

resources, and limited data science talent. When small

mean-for-jobs-skills-and-wages?cid=soc-app

businesses have access to sophisticated Robotic tools, they

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/data-and-analytics/

can improve customer service, organised back office more

publications/artificial-intelligence-study.html

effectively, smart and faster hiring process and higher
efficiency. Also, the efficiency gains allow your business to
sustain growth while containing the cost of human
resources. So, the ability to increase productivity and boost
efficiency should be enough for you to consider
automation. PC- Bot is made with concept, to provide
sophisticated robotic tools to small and midsize businesses
to take advantage of the technology to boost efficiency
and productivity.

Head R & D

Data Analyst

Founder & CEO

Business Strategy Designer

Founder & CTO

Ux Designer

Our HUMAN Team

VI System Designer

Our Robot Team

EPIC STARTs HERE

Source: Infinity 220 * 284

We are very careful about designing the solutions for our potential

World are designed to process, analysis and provide visualization

users of our services & products. Most of the Startups, SME and

to enable users to make decisions smarter and measurable.

Professionals are adaptive to new technologies, yet they are
unable to utilise the benefits. One of the primary reason is the

Our team feels proud to create the most user-friendly solutions by

usage complexity and higher cost of new technological solutions.

integrating the highly complex recent technologies. We are

That is due to the motive of the solutions to serve only Large

experts in integration of technologies like AI, ML, IOT, Embedded,

organisation.

Blockchain, RPA, SPA, Big Data, Data Translation, Data
Visualization, Augmented Intelligence and similar technologies.

Without compromising with quality and security, we are

We have best design thinking team to make things fluent. The

determined to build the most cost effective solutions such as our

reason why we can convert the desires of users into reality.

Robot Employee in the price less than the cup of coffee.
The journey has already been started. We are not in hurry but
We study, analyse and conceptualise our users of all segments

simultaneously, we see the dire need of solutions. We along with

and regions to bring their operation cost down significantly and

our Robot Team walking ahead with all endeavour. With the same

increase their pace with accuracy. Providing solutions will bring

passion, we are eager to join the hands with one who shares the

only temporary solution. The growth of users depends upon how

similar zeal to bring the Business Democracy.

better they understand their processes, market and competitors
along with capacity to predict accurately. Robot Employees at Bot-

Let's start the Epical Journey of Growth!

CHILDSELFY TECHNOLOGIES. PVT. LTD.
Visit us:

Write to us:

https://www.pcbot.io/

info@pcbot.io

https://pcbot.world/

THANK YOU

